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About This Game
Airline Director 2 is a management game set in the challenging field of commercial aviation.
As the airline manager you will open routes and build connections between the world's greatest cities.
You can choose to develop your company as a low cost carrier or build it into a 5-star premium airline
with high quality service and supersonic jets.
Game is turn based.
Game Features:
-Game progression from 1960 onward
-96 aircraft models and 156 destination airports
-Connecting passengers through hub cities
-Realistic economies
-Competent AI
-One device multiplayer
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airline director 2 - tycoon game. airline director 2 tycoon game mod apk
Had to buy this as soon as it came out, I tried out all of the three songs with a bass.
so.. This time Rocksmith developers have chosen some hard and long songs for us, so prepare for Riff Repeater- marathon. Bass
part has two bass solo's on Metropolis- song and every song in this pack includes a challenge. Pull me under- might be the
easiest song in this pack, but still has some badass parts. On the backs of Angels- should be played with 5 string bass but
Rocksmith has translated it for 4- string.
I would recommend this song pack only for experienced players but other than that, 4\/5 because doesn't include Instrumedley..
This is a very casual and relaxing puzzle game that was originally released for touchscreen devices such as the iOS, Android and
Maemo.
Objective of the game is simple. Tie ropes around 3D objects and try to cover as much of the object area while using as little
rope as possible.
It gently introduces the player with simple objects at the beginning where you can afford to miss out a few inches of rope and
gradually introducing more and more complex objects where every inch of rope must be carefully analyzed and conserved to
prevent wastage.
Graphics are simple but look very nice and sharp. Music has a very alternative feel, and is soothing, relaxing and meditative.
Although the game's control scheme of using a mouse works well, there are times where it feels more suited for touchscreen
devices which it was originally designed for.
Overall Rating: 8.0 / 10
Definitely worth to buy if you like very casual and relaxing puzzle games.. An unoriginal mess of half-baked systems.
Environments are unnecessarily cluttered. Glitchy movement. Boring character progression that is all about incremental bonuses
(+5% damage) rather than new abilities. Not worth the price of entry currently.
I'll be checking back in six months as I think the devs hearts are in the right place, but the game needs serious work.. Seems to
be a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but with zero atmosphere or purpose.

The gameplay is just the player warping into tiny little maps about the size of the game window; and you walk a second to the
left or right to jump to a new map. The maps are filled with specific environmental assets which either give items or require
items to trigger something else. So it's just one big item fetch quest. Once the initial wonder wears off, it's just a chore of taking
whatever item to whatever thing to trigger whatever code to get a new item to do it all over again with but now on a different
random thing.
There's no story or anything, and the environments are just kind of inane pseudo-surreal whatever the developer could come up
with. The music and designs of the environments are alright, but since each environment is literally only the size of your screen
and you constantly are jumping between them; there's zero room for atmosphere or immersion. Because you are constantly
leaping to completely difference scenes with no thematic correlation.
It's slow too, the triggers on starting to walk and interacting with anything has a small delay on it. If you need to find a specific
asset you just have to dial until a map with it comes up on the preview. Wandering around, using every item you have on every
single thing since you have no idea what kind of combination it could make. Some of them are logical while others are not.
There's nothing interesting to read, there's no meaning to any of the worlds or items. And there's no gameplay of any kind it's
just collecting then using items. There is just no sense of purpose to the world or passion in its design, this game just seems to
exclusively exist as a shallow paraphrase of Yume Nikki. It feels like a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but meant for children.

I cannot say that I gained a single thing from playing this; it doesn't have any gameplay so it's not really fun, it doesn't have a
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story or artistic vision to the world so it wasn't meaningful, and there's no cohesion to the different worlds so it wasn't even
immersive.
I wandered around for awhile, and it didn't take long before I had seen almost every map type. Then it just became me
wandering back and forth between areas I have found, using items on things trying to get some kind of reaction. Until I just got
bored and stopped. I got nothing out of playing this, the hour I spent on it might as well have not existed at all.. It feels dead. I've
had it for quite a while and never enjoy it. I still return on ocasion in hopes of an update, because it does have a chance.. Why is
this $15 when the first dlc is cheaper with twice the content? One game mode is just blackjack with a twist so hope you enjoy
RNG. Took me 6 tries to beat it the first time because it's just luck. The other is a prequel to the main game which is interesting
from a story point of view but is lacking gameplay. It's also only about 30 mins long so it doesn't really have the time to do
anything truly interesting. Very sad as the first banned footage dlc was so great.
Edit: A word. Simple and fun! Feels great to make a blocker save and watch the puck deflect off into the corner. Addicting to
try and beat your best score again and again.
One thing though is when I try to swipe a stopped puck out of my crease it always goes backward into the net.
But really, tons of fun and thanks for making it.. This is a great game from my childhood, I used to enjoy the explosions even if
the computer I used was extremely laggy. Its an amazing game and I really recommend it, I advise looking for a mission
playthrough on youtube first just incase you are not into thesse types of games but this is a real classic. Enjoy your many hours
of fun :)
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This is one of those games that is extremely simple in their concept, but deviously hard to beat. The visuals are comfortable to
the eyes and the easy-listening, laidback music further draws you in.
If you like to exercise your visual imaging then Strata is a must-have. The game is a bit buggy at times, e.g. it sometimes freezes
when you move around menus or levels too quickly and some achievements pop-up when you haven't rightfully earned them yet.
This is however compensated by the low price and enjoyable gameplay.. Great idea but way too early on release. Not just for
bugs\/glitches which is to be expected on new releases. No tutorials. Weapon handling is not realistic and more of an arcade
shooter with no real challenges other that shoot, shoot more, shoot some more.. If you're on mac, its definitely not something to
look into. Updates are rare and mac users are unable to play past a glitch following the first puzzle at the start of the game (an
issue that was acknowledged, but never resolved). The quick discussion reply was appreciated wholeheartedly, but it was never
acted on, and i'm unable to get a refund because of it. The actual game looks great, i'm sure it has an amazing plot and adventure
to it, just sad I probably wont be playing it for a long, long while.. Great little story. Very cute. Thank gods for a patch, I guess.
That one scene is a vital part of a love story. Lolz. :). In a nutshell, Ragequit Simulator 2014.
This game requires GIANT reflex and has 10 levels. If you get hit once, GAME OVER! Its one of those quick responsive games
sorta like Super Hexagon. I always think I'll get better if I keep going but not much has changed(yet). If you're good at this sort
of thing, by all means buy it. If you're a first timer, WELL THEN GOOD LUCK CAUSE IT'S A BEACH O_o. OF COURSE,
IT'S TOO DAMN GOOD. I gave up on this game after about 20 minutes as it seems to have a mind of its own. The tutorial is
useless, there are several parts to the tutorial and it seems to skip from one part to another at random before you get a chance to
complete that part. In the end I gave up on the tutorial and tried to figure it out for myself. I wanted to play a particular town but
It seems you have to complete the towns in the order it tells you to because only the Isle of Man is available. I tried to fill a truck
with supplies and all of a sudden there's a big red exclamation mark over the truck and it appears to be in an endless loop. The
game tells you to cancel this but doesn't tell you how to do it. At this point I gave up with it. Looks good but very frustrating UI.
Waste of money!. This game does not need to be in VR. It's boring, there's no strategy to it whatsoever, and the only thing you
can do seems to be aiming and shooting the same gun over and over at more-or-less static targets. Tanks cost thousands of silver
and you get like 50 per match. There are no English VOs, and all the text is horrendously translated. There isn't even a weakspot mechanic, not even for rearward shots, so the only thing influencing your damage output is how much time and money
you've sunk. The game does not even support motion controls - the only "VR" thing you can do is look around. The interiors, the
game's much-advertised big feature, are identical between tanks. There is absolutely zero customization. The missions are
repetitive and nonsensical. The graphics are good, though, I guess.
> Load into mission
> Enemies appear
> Try to drive behind them for a flanking maneuver
> Invisible wall right in front of them
> Not even invisible, it glows and all
Drive your tank right through this Wang Weilin if at all possible.
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